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Abstract 
This paper reviews the origins of interface agents, discusses challenges that exist 
within the interface agent field and presents a survey of current attempts to find 
solutions to these challenges. A history of agent systems from their birth in the 1960’s 
to the current day is described, along with the issues they try to address. A taxonomy 
of interface agent systems is presented, and today’s agent systems categorized 
accordingly. Lastly, an analysis of the machine learning and user modelling 
techniques used by today’s agents is presented. 
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1 Introduction 
The 1990’s have seen the dawn of a new paradigm in computing - software agents. 
Many researchers are currently active in this vibrant area, drawing from more 
traditional research within the artificial intelligence (AI) and human computer 
interaction (HCI) communities. Kay [24] and others argue that one aspect of software 
agent systems, the interface agent, has the potential to revolutionize computing as we 
know it, allowing us to advance from direct manipulation of systems to indirect 
interaction with agents. Removing the requirement for people to manage the small 
details of a task liberates individuals, empowering them to accomplish goals 
otherwise requiring experts. 
Now, this may be the future of computing but software agents originated from the 
field of artificial intelligence, back in the 1950’s. The next section describes some of 
the important landmarks that happened along the way to where we are today. 
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2 History of software agents 
Alan Turing, famous for his work on computability [76], posed the question “Can 
machines think?” [77]. His test, where a person communicates via a Teletype with 
either a person or a computer, became known as the Turing test. The Turing test 
requires a conversational computer to be capable of fooling a human at the other end. 
It is the Turing test that inspired the birth of the artificial intelligence community. 
The discipline of artificial intelligence (AI) was born in the 1950’s. Marvin Minsky, 
after some work with neural networks (deemed a failure at the time due to the 
difficulty of learning weights), teamed up with John McCarthy at MIT to work on 
symbolic search-based systems. At the same time at Carnegie-Mellon, Allen Newell 
and Herbert Simon were successfully exploring heuristic search to prove logic 
theorems. Initial successes thus led to heuristic search of symbolic representations 
becoming the dominant approach to AI. 
The 1960’s saw much progress. Now at Stanford, McCarthy [38] had just invented 
LISP and set about representing the world with symbols, using logic to solve 
problems [39]. At the same time Newell [50] created the General Problem Solver 
which, given a suitable representation, could solve any problem. Problems solved 
were in simple, noise and error free symbolic worlds, with the assumption that such 
solutions would generalize to allow larger, real world problems to be tackled. 
Researchers did not worry about keeping computation on a human time-scale, using 
the increases in hardware performance to constantly increase the possible search space 
size, thus solving increasingly impressive problems. 
During the 1970’s, search became well understood [51]. Symbolic systems still 
dominated, with continuing hardware improvements allowing steady, successful 
progress. Robots were created, for example Shakey [52], that lived in special block 
worlds, and could navigate around and stack blocks sensibly. Such simplified worlds 
avoided the complexity of real world problems. The assumption, underpinning all the 
symbolic research, that simple symbolic worlds would generalize to the real world, 
was about to be found wanting. 
In the 1980’s, expert systems were created to try to solve real problems. McCarthy 
[40] had realized that “common sense” was required in addition to specialized domain 
knowledge to solve anything but simple microworld problems. A sub-field of AI, 
knowledge representation, came into being to examine approaches to representing the 
everyday world. Unfortunately the idea of “common sense” proved impossible to 
represent, and knowledge-based systems were widely viewed to have failed to solve 
real-world problems. At the same time, the backpropagation algorithm [67] caused a 
resurgence of interest in connectionist approaches, previously deemed a failure, and 
Minsky [42] examined an agent-based approach for intelligence. 
The late 1980’s and early 1990’s saw the decline of search-based symbolic 
approaches. Brooks [10] convincingly challenged the basic assumptions of the 
symbolic approaches, and instead created embodied, grounded systems for robots 
using the “world as its own best model”. This bottom up approach was termed 
nouvelle AI, and had some initial successes. However, it too failed to scale up to real-
world problems of any significant complexity. Connectionist approaches were aided 
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by new parallel hardware in the early 1990’s, but the complexity of a parallel 
architecture led such systems to fail in the marketplace. 
Knowledge engineering, now widely seen as costly and hard to re-use, was 
superseded by machine learning techniques borrowed from AI. Towards the end of 
the 1990’s, pattern-learning algorithms [44] could classify suitable domains of 
knowledge, such as news stories and examination papers, with as much accuracy as 
manual classification. Hybrids of traditional and nouvelle AI started to appear as new 
approaches were sought. 
The mid 1990’s saw Negroponte [49] and Kay’s [24] dream of indirect HCI coupled 
with Minsky’s [42] ideas on intelligence lead to the new field of agent-based 
computing. Experiments with interface agents that learnt about their user [33], and 
multi-agent systems where simple agents interacted to achieve their goals [80] 
dominated the research. Such agent systems were all grounded in the real world, using 
proven AI techniques to achieve concrete results (applying the maxim “a little AI goes 
a long way”). 
User modelling changed in the 1990’s too, moving from the static hand crafted 
representations of the 1980’s to dynamic behaviour based models [25]. Machine 
learning techniques proved particularly adept at identifying patterns in user behaviour. 
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3 Issues and challenges for interface agents 
Maes [33] describes interface agents as follows: 
“Instead of user-initiated interaction via commands and/or direct manipulation, the 
user is engaged in a co-operative process in which human and computer agents 
both initiate communication, monitor events and perform tasks. The metaphor 
used is that of a personal assistant who is collaborating with the user in the same 
work environment.”  
The motivating concept behind Maes’ interface agents is to allow the user to delegate 
mundane and tedious tasks to an agent assistant. Her own agents follow this direction, 
scheduling and rescheduling meetings, filtering emails, filtering news and selecting 
good books. Her goal is to reduce the workload of users by creating personalized 
agents to which personal work can be delegated. 
There are many interface agent systems and prototypes, inspired by Maes early work, 
situated within a variety of domains. The majority of these systems are reviewed and 
categorized in the next section. Common to these systems, however, are three issues 
that must be addressed before successful user collaboration with an agent can occur: 
 Knowing the user 
 Interacting with the user 
 Competence in helping the user 
Knowing the user involves learning user preferences and work habits. If an assistant is 
to offer help at the right time, and of the right sort, then it must learn how the user 
prefers to work. An eager assistant, always interrupting with irrelevant information, 
would just annoy the user and increase the overall workload. 
The following challenges exist for systems trying to learn about users: 
 Extracting the users’ goals and intentions from observations and feedback 
 Getting sufficient context in which to set the users’ goals 
 Adapting to the user’s changing objectives 
 Reducing the initial training time 
At any given time, an interface agent must have an idea of what the user is trying to 
achieve in order to be able to offer effective assistance. In addition to knowing what 
the user’s intentions are, there must be sufficient contextual information about the 
user’s current situation to avoid irrelevant agent help. Machine learning techniques 
help here, but which should be used and why? 
Another problem is that regular users will typically have numerous concurrent tasks to 
perform. If an agent is to be helpful with more than one task, it must be able to 
discover when the user has stopped working on one job, and is progressing to another 
– but what is the best way to detect this? 
Users are generally unwilling to invest much time and effort in training software 
systems. They want results early, before committing too much to a tool. This means 
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that interface agents must limit the initial period during which the agent learns enough 
about the user to offer useful help. What impact does this have on an agent’s learning 
ability? 
A metaphor for indirect HCI has yet to reach maturity, so remains an open question. 
Lessons have been learned from direct manipulation interfaces. Users need to feel in 
control, expectations should not be unduly inflated and user mistakes should not be 
penalized [53]. 
Interacting with the user thus presents the following challenges: 
 Deciding how much control to delegate to the agent 
 Building trust in the agent 
 Choosing a metaphor for agent interaction 
 Making simple systems that novices can use 
It is known from direct manipulation interfaces that users want to feel in control of 
what their tools are doing. By the nature of an autonomous interface agent, some 
control has been delegated to it, in order for it to do its task. The question is, how do 
we build the users’ trust, and once a level of trust is established how much control do 
we give to the agents? Shneiderman [74] argues for a combination of direct 
manipulation and indirect HCI, promoting user understanding of agents and the ability 
for users to control agent behaviour directly. How can we use these guiding principles 
in our systems? 
Interface metaphors, such as the desktop metaphor, guide users in the formation of 
useful conceptual models a system. New metaphors will be required for indirect HCI, 
presenting agents in a way helpful to users new to the system. Ideally, interface agents 
should be so simple to use that delegating tasks becomes a natural way of working, 
amenable to the novice user – but what is a natural way of working with agents? 
Lastly, there is the issue of competence. Once the agent knows what the user is doing 
and has a good interaction style, it must still formulate a plan of action that helps, not 
hinders, the user. The challenges are: 
 Knowing when (and if) to interrupt the user 
 Performing tasks autonomously in the way preferred by the user 
 Finding strategies for partial automation of tasks 
There is very little current research into how users can be best helped. Work from 
other disciplines, such as computer supported co-operative working (CSCW), can 
help but real user trials are needed to demonstrate and evaluate effectiveness and 
usefulness of the personalized services performed by interface agents [54]. If an agent 
does not reduce the workload of a real user in a real work setting, it is less than useful. 
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4 Taxonomy of interface agent systems 
Several authors [54] [80] have suggested taxonomies for software agents as a whole, 
but they tend to address interface agents as a monolithic class, citing a few examples 
of the various prototypical systems. With the maturing of the agent field, and the 
growing number of interface agents reported in the literature, a more detailed analysis 
is warranted. Mladeniü [46] goes some way to achieving this requirement, adopting a 
machine learning view of interface agents. 
Interface agents can be classified according to the role they perform, technology they 
use or domain they inhabit. Interface agents are moving from research to commercial 
exploitation, significantly increasing the roles and domains for agents as entrepreneurs 
find new ways to exploit new markets. The fundamental technology behind the 
agents, however, is undergoing less radical change, and thus provides a more stable 
basis on which to build a useful taxonomy. 
On this basis a survey of current interface agent technology has been performed. The 
next section details the actual agent systems and prototypes reviewed. The result is a 
non-exclusive taxonomy of the technologies that specific agent systems support. 
 Character-based agents 
 Social agents 
o Recommender systems 
 Agents that learn about the user 
o Monitor user behaviour 
o Receive user feedback 
Explicit feedback 
Initial training set 
o Programmed by user 
 Agents with user models 
o Behavioural model 
o Knowledge-based model 
o Stereotypes 
 
Character-based agents employ advanced “character” based interfaces, representing 
real world characters (such as a pet dog or a human assistant [34]). Such agents draw 
on existing real-world protocols, already known to even novice users, to facilitate 
more natural interaction. There are also applications in the entertainment domain, 
creating state of the art virtual worlds populated by believable agents. 
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Social agents talk to other agents (typically other interface agents of the same type) in 
order to share information. This technique is often used to bootstrap new, 
inexperienced interface agents with the experience of older interface agents (attached 
to other users). 
Recommender systems are a specific type of social agent. They are also referred to as 
collaborative filters [60], finding relevant items based on the recommendations of 
others. Typically, the user’s own ratings are used to find similar users, with the aim of 
sharing recommendations on common areas of interest. 
Agents employing a learning technology are classified according to the type of 
information required by the learning technique and the way the user model is 
represented. Algorithms requiring an explicit training set employ supervised learning, 
while those without a training set use unsupervised learning techniques [44]. There 
are three general ways to learn about the user: monitor the user, ask for feedback or 
allow explicit programming by the user. 
Monitoring the user’s behaviour produces unlabelled data, suitable for unsupervised 
learning techniques. This is generally the hardest way to learn, but is also the least 
intrusive. If the monitored behaviour is assumed to be an example of what the user 
wants, a positive example can be inferred. 
Asking the user for feedback, be it on a case-by-case basis or via an initial training 
set, produces labelled training data. Supervised learning techniques can thus be 
employed, which usually outperform unsupervised learning. The disadvantage is that 
feedback must be provided, requiring an investment of effort (often significant) in the 
agent by the user. 
User programming involves the user changing the agent explicitly. Programming can 
be performed in a variety of ways, from complex programming languages to the 
specification of simple cause/effect graphs. Explicit programming requires significant 
effort by the user. 
User modelling [25] comes in two varieties, behavioural and knowledge-based. 
Knowledge-based user modelling is typically the result of questionnaires and studies 
of users, hand-crafted into a set of heuristics. Behavioural models are generally the 
result of monitoring the user during an activity. Stereotypes [64] can be applied to 
both cases, classifying the users into groups (or stereotypes), with the aim of applying 
generalizations to people in those groups. 
Specific interface agents will often implement several of the above types of 
technology, and so would appear in multiple classes. A common example is an agent 
that learns about the user and also supports a user model. The presented taxonomy 
ought to be robust to the increase in new systems, since the fundamental technology 
of machine learning and user modelling are unlikely to change as quickly. 
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5 Review of current interface agent systems and prototypes 
A comparison of interface agents is difficult since there are no widely used standards 
for reporting results. Where machine learning techniques are employed, standard tests 
such as precision and recall provide useful metrics for comparing learning algorithms. 
However, the best test of an interface agent’s ability to help a user is a user trial. 
Unfortunately, user trials in the literature do not follow a consistent methodology. 
The analysis in this paper will focus on classifying the agent, identifying techniques 
used such as specific machine learning techniques or user modelling types, and where 
applicable results published by the original author. Comparisons of systems can thus 
be made on a qualitative basis. 
5.1 Review of current agent systems 
What follows is a review of known interface agent systems. Agents are examined by 
application domain, so that similar types of interface agents can be compared. The 
machine learning algorithms specified here are described later in the glossary. 
5.1.1 Auction/market domain 
Kasbah [36] is a market system in which each user has an agent. The user programs 
the agent with a buying behaviour profile, and the agent negotiates to buy and sell 
items for the user. 
Results: Users wanted more “human like” negotiation from the agents, otherwise well 
received. 
Sardine [47] is an auction agent that tries to purchase an airline ticket for the user, 
based on some specified preferences. The user’s agent negotiates with travel agents to 
secure the best deal. 
5.1.2 Believable/entertainment domain 
ACT [28] is an addition to the ALIVE system. It is a creature within the ALIVE 
world, observing the user and learning chains of actions. It tries to help the user by 
completing new action chains in the pattern of previous ones. 
ALIVE [35] is a “magic mirror” system to a 3D world. Interactive agents (such as a 
dog) exist for users to play with. Gesture recognition, and competing goal architecture 
is employed. 
Cathexis [37] is a believable agent with modelled emotions, as is the Oz project [4]. 
5.1.3 Email filtering domain 
MailCat [72] filters email by providing a choice of folders to the user. TF-IDF vectors 
are created for existing emails, and cosine similarity used to match new emails. The 
user has the final say, choosing one of the suggested folders or moving messages 
manually. 
Results: 0.3 second classification time, 60-80% accuracy giving user one choice, 80-
98% accuracy giving user 3 choices of folder. 
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MAGI [17] filters emails, monitoring user behaviour and receiving relevance 
feedback. CN2 and IBPL are used to classify emails. 
Maxims [33] filters email by learning repetitive actions the user performs. It monitors 
user actions using memory-based reasoning to discover patterns. Agents can share 
expertise with other agents, and user programming is allowed. 
Re:Agent [9] is an email filter that accepts user provided keywords for its groupings.  
TF-IDF vectors are created for each email, along with the TF of the user provided 
keywords. This representation is then clustered using a nearest neighbour and neural 
network clustering algorithm (for comparison). 
Results: classification accuracy – neural network 94.8 ± 4.2%, nearest neighbour 96.9 
± 2.3%; high accuracy due to simple classification task (into “work” or “other” 
categories). 
5.1.4 Expert assistance domain 
Coach [73] is a LISP help system that monitors user mistakes and offers unsolicited 
advice. A knowledge-based user model is supported, with the concept of user 
experience stereotypically represented. Heuristics adjust the model based on user 
mistakes. 
Results: Student performance improved, knowledge of functions improved by a factor 
of 5. 
Eager [13] automates observed repetitive HyperCard actions. It monitors the user 
looking for behaviour patterns, and creates helpful macros from them. 
Results: Users felt a loss of control; macros for some irrelevant small patterns were 
created. 
GALOIS [68] monitors the use of an application, and offers expert advise when users 
are lost or being inefficient. An initial knowledge-based user profile is constructed 
from personal information, then a behavioural model built by observing user actions. 
Stereotypes are used to classify users, thus allowing customized help. 
GESIA [11] helps expert system developers by suggesting predicted actions. A 
Bayesian network models user behaviour, allowing predictions with the help of hard-
coded domain knowledge. 
Open Sesame! [20] observes user actions and offers to automate repetitive tasks. The 
ART-2 learning algorithm is used. 
Results: Only 2/129 suggestions were followed – system deemed to have failed; 
action patterns do not generalize across situations well. 
5.1.5 Matchmaking domain 
ExpertFinder [78] monitors users’ Java code and finds people who use the same 
classes. TF-IDF vectors represent code files, and cosine similarity is used to find 
similar people. 
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ReferralWeb [23] builds a social network from publicly available web pages. People’s 
names are extracted from pages, and co-occurrence of names within pages imply a 
social connection. Queries such as “list docs close to Mitchell” can thus be issued. 
Yenta [16] allows user agents to “find” each other, and determine commonality of 
interests. The SMART algorithm initially classifies user emails, newsgroups and 
created files in order to build an interest profile. Agents then find each other in the 
Yenta system, compare profiles for similarity, and suggest other agents to try. 
Results: Halves the worst-case search space, robust to removal of agents. 
5.1.6 Meeting schedulers 
CAP [43] is a calendar manager, monitoring email and scheduling software to detect 
meeting patterns. Decision trees (ID3), using information gain to select features, are 
converted to production rules. 
Results: 31-60% accuracy (average of 47%) not sufficient for automation, rules were 
human readable which improved user understanding. 
Meeting scheduling agent [32] schedules meetings by learning repetitive actions the 
user performs. Memory-based reasoning and reinforcements learning are used. Users 
can give explicit feedback. 
Results: Confidence for correct predictions settles at 0.8 to 1.0. Confidence for 
incorrect predictions settles at 0 to 0.2. Some rouge confidence values remain after 
settling time. 
Haynes’ [19] meeting scheduler assigns an agent to each user, who then programs it 
with their personal preferences. The agents then negotiate meeting times with each 
other. 
5.1.7 News filtering domain 
ANATAGONOMY [69] is based on the Krakatoa Chronicle, providing a personalized 
newspaper. Implicit feedback from user activity has been  added. 
Results: 1-10% error after 3 days settling time. 
Butterfly [29] finds interesting conversations within Usenet newsgroups. The user 
initially provides keywords, and term frequency similarity between newsgroups and 
the user’s profile is computed. 
IAN [17] filters Usenet news, taking relevance feedback from the user. C4.5 rule 
induction with TF keyword selection (low entropy words being removed) is compared 
to IBPL (as used in MAGI). 
Results: accuracy – C4.5 broad topics 70%, narrow topics 25-30% IBPL broad topics 
59-65%, narrow topics 40-45%. 
The Krakatoa Chronicle [22] is a personalized newspaper which adapts to its users’ 
preferences. User reading is monitored and relevance feedback accepted. The 
SMART algorithm is used, with TF-IDF, to represent articles and compute similarity. 
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NewsDude [6] reads interesting news articles via a speech interface. The news source 
is Yahoo! News, with an initial training set of interesting news articles provided by 
the user. Length of listening time provides implicit user feedback on articles read out. 
A short-term user model is based on TF-IDF (cosine similarity), and long-term model 
based on a naïve Bayes classifier (multi-variate Bernoulli formulation). 
Results: Accuracy 60-76% (using hybrid of long and short term models), F1 measure 
25-60%. 
NewsWeeder [27] filters Usenet newsgroups, taking user relevance feedback. It uses a 
“bag of words” approach, with stemming. TF-IDF and minimum description length 
are compared, using cosine similarity. 
Results: TF-IDF precision was 37-45%, MDL precision was 44-59% (best). 
NewT [33] filters articles from Usenet Netnews. NewT uses a vector space model to 
represent news articles. An initial training set and user relevance feedback trains the 
filter and user programming is allowed. 
Results: Users liked the system and found it useful; the simple keyword representation 
was a limitation. 
Pannu’s [56] learning personal agent finds relevant information from Usenet news 
(e.g. conference proceedings). The user, along with feedback on examples suggested, 
provides an initial training set. TF-IDF and a 3 layer backpropagation neural network 
were compared. 
Results: neural network precision 94% recall 60%, TF-IDF precision 93% recall 
100% (best). 
5.1.8 Recommender systems 
GroupLens [26] recommends newsgroup articles based on other’s ratings. Users are 
asked to rate every article they read, and Pearson correlation coefficient-based 
prediction is used to find similar users. A new article will be rated according to the 
ratings of similar users. 
Results: Early users receive little reward for rating articles, lazy users do not rate 
articles and new users do not find similar users until they rate many articles. 
PHOAKS [75] monitors newsgroup articles, and extracts web link recommendations 
by a set of heuristics. A set of collective recommendations for topics is thus compiled. 
Results: 88% precision, 87% recall. 
Ringo [33] recommends music, based on other people’s recommendations. Uses 
collaborative recommendation. A Pearson r correlation algorithm is used to determine 
similarity. 
Results: Initial start-up a problem, users relying just on recommendations miss new 
material, which will not get rated until someone chooses it. 
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Siteseer [66] recommends web sites based on the overlap of bookmark groups with 
other users. Users with similar bookmark groups are found, and unseen web sites 
recommended from their groups. 
Results: New users receive no help as no similarity can be found with others, average 
of 18% confidence in recommendation for topics with 15-20 bookmarks. 
5.1.9 Web domain 
AARON [17] is the same as LAW, but AutoClass is used as a learning algorithm. 
Amalthaea [48] observes user browsing behaviour and assists the user in finding 
interesting WWW information. Browser history, bookmarks and other agent profiles 
initialise the system. Relevance feedback is recorded and document representation is 
by stemmed, keyword vectors. A genetic algorithm is used. 
Results: After 5000 user feedback instances, error averaged 7% with a large scatter (0 
– 30%). Sudden changes in user interest were tracked after about 20 generations. 
ARACHNID [41] is a spider that crawls a digital library or the web, starting from the 
users’ bookmarks, searching for user provided keywords. The user provides feedback 
on the pages found. A genetic algorithm is used in addition to reinforcement learning. 
Results: Average search length (number of irrelevant docs before a relevant one is 
found) shorter than breath-first search by a factor of 10. More sophisticated 
techniques not compared. 
CiteSeer [8] helps users perform keyword searches for publications by using citations 
in documents. Heuristics extract citations, titles and abstracts, then algorithms (TF-
IDF, LikeIt) classify publications based on stemmed words. Citation links lead to new 
search keywords. 
Do-I-Care [58] is an agent that monitors known sites, and reports any interesting 
changes. Mutual information selects terms, and a Bayesian classifier determines the 
similarity of changes to known examples of relevant changes. The user gives feedback 
on relevance of notifications (by email) and other people’s agents can share examples 
of relevant changes. 
Fab [2] is a recommendation system for web pages. Relevance feedback is obtained 
from users, so similar users’ recommendations can be used. In addition, content-based 
analysis of documents finds new documents of interest. 
Results: ndpm measure (of profile accuracy) 0.2-0.4 
Jasper [14] finds relevant information within a limited WWW library. The user 
provides interest groups and keywords and gives relevance feedback. User behaviour, 
such as reading and authoring, is also monitored. Documents and keywords are 
clustered using a hierarchical agglomerative process, with features extracted from 
keywords and metadata (e.g. URL, title). 
LAW [17] is an agent that finds interesting web pages for its user. The agent monitors 
user browsing and asks for relevance feedback. TF, TF-IDF and term relevance are 
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compared for feature selection algorithms, along with IBPL and C4.5 for learning 
algorithms. 
Results: accuracy TF 60-80%(best), TF-IDF 55-70%, term relevance 60-65% and 
accuracy IBPL 65-83%(best), C4.5 55-65%. 
Letizia [28] suggests interesting web links, based on monitored user browsing. TF 
similarity between documents is used, and heuristics infer user preferences. For 
example, a short view time implies that the user regards the page as irrelevant. 
Let’s browse [31] helps users of TV systems collaboratively browse the web. Based 
on Letizia, TF-IDF scans of users’ home pages provide an initial profile, and group 
browsing creates trials of web pages. Browsing behaviour is used to infer page 
relevance. 
Results: 50 (as opposed to 10 in Letizia) keywords needs, reflecting a groups wider 
interests; system well received by users (no controlled experiments however). 
LIRA [1] finds interesting web pages via a heuristic search and presents them in a 
daily newspaper, upon which the users provide relevance feedback. TF-IDF, on 
stemmed words, with cosine similarity is used. 
Results: LIRA matched human performance; pages were very similar to each other. 
Margin Notes [62] adds a suggestions list to the side of the web browser. The user 
provides an initial list of interesting documents, which are converted to vectors by the 
Savant algorithm (similar to TF-IDF). The current web page provides the context for 
suggestions, with the top suggestion being displayed (summary and a link). 
Results: only 6% of suggestions were followed; users found suggestion summaries 
useful even without following links. 
Personal WebWatcher [45] observes user browsing, and suggests interesting web 
pages. A “bag of words” representation is used, selecting features based on mutual 
information. Naive Bayes and nearest neighbour algorithms are compared. 
Results: classification accuracy Bayes 83-95%, nearest neighbour 90-95% (best). 
SAIRE [55] is a large multi-agent system helping users search NASA’s web resources. 
Knowledge-based, stereotypical user modelling is employed along with semantic 
networks, relevance rankings and similarity based (keyword and topic) classification. 
Syskill and Webert [57] rates web links for relevance based on a user profile. An 
initial training set and explicit relevance feedback is provided. Simple naïve Bayes, 
nearest neighbour, decision tree (ID3) and TF-IDF algorithms are compared. 
Results: Average precision ratings are TF-IDF 85%, Bayes 80%, nearest neighbour 
80%, ID3 73%. Nearest neighbour is thought to be best overall (being more consistent 
than TF-IDF), especially if many examples are available. 
WebACE [18] monitors the user’s browsing, and suggests interesting new pages. 
Browsed pages are classified (via clustering), and search queries generated. New 
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pages found that are similar to the users’ browsed pages are suggested to the user. 
Principle component divisive partitioning (PCDP - document vectors split by TF into 
a binary tree) and an association rule discovery method are compared to Autoclass 
and hierarchical agglomeration clustering. 
Results: Speed to find new low entropy pages, Autoclass 38 mins, HAC 100 mins, 
PCDP and association rule < 2 mins (best). 
WebMate [12] monitors web browsing and compiles a newspaper of interesting pages. 
Users provide positive feedback while browsing and relevance feedback. TF-IDF 
vectors used with cosine similarity measures. 
Results: average accuracy 52% for top 10 recommendations, 30.4% for all 
recommendations; Accuracy lowered by web advertisements and irrelevant text 
surrounding articles. 
WebWatcher [21] is a tour guide for a web site. Pages are represented using TF-IDF 
term vectors. User browsing behaviour is monitored, and reinforcement learning used 
to find the best path to pages related to user supplied keywords. 
Results: TF-IDF accuracy 43%, Human accuracy 48%. 
WBI [3] monitors user browsing, offering simple but helpful services. Keyword 
analysis classifies web pages, and interest predictions are offered on links to pages. It 
is commercially available from IBM. 
Pazzani’s [59] adaptive web site agent suggests similar documents to read for web 
browsers of a particular site. It uses publication references, download frequency and 
TF-IDF keyword vectors (with cosine similarity measure) to suggest other documents 
of interest. 
Results: 68% increase in publications downloaded (technical papers domain), 16% 
increase (goat domain). 
5.1.10 Other domains 
CILA [7] is an agent tested in an artificial, abstract domain. It tests constructive 
induction-based learning against AQ15c and selective induction. User monitoring, 
relevance feedback, initial training sets and social collaboration with other agents are 
supported (in its abstract world). 
Results: Constructive induction was most accurate but only on an artificial domain. 
CIMA [28] is a text prediction agent, which suggests completions of sentences in a 
text editor. Heuristics learn from observed examples, hints and partial specifications. 
COLLAGEN [65] is an agent whose interaction style is modelled on human 
collaboration. Agents and users share a goal and plan, and communicate actions and 
results via a dialogue. 
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Grammex [30] learns grammar (e.g. email structure) from user examples and performs 
actions when it detects new occurrences of this grammar. The user programs by 
example, using a direct manipulation interface to teach the agent. 
Mondrian [28] learns graphical operations which are explicitly programmed by users. 
Novices can then use these operations. 
Waszkiewicz [79] builds a personal travel assistant, aiming to meet the FIPA 1997 
travel scenario. The user specifies preferences and a travel agent suggests a flight. 
Case-based reasoning (a case retrieval net) is used to build a user profile from past 
requests. User confirmation is sought before booking. 
Softbot [15] plans internet-based actions from incomplete user goal specifications 
(e.g. “send mail to Mitchell”). A planning library of schemata is used, written by hand 
in Prolog. 
Remembrance agent [63] suggests documents related to the user’s current context. 
Emails and on-line documents are monitored, and the SMART algorithm used to 
match context and documents. 
Results: Email most useful for up-to-date contextual information, RA preferred over a 
search engine or Margin notes [61]. 
UCI GrantLearner [5] is a system to identify interesting grant funding opportunities. 
It uses the same user model learning techniques as Syskill & Webert. 
Schlimmer [70] describes a text-completion agent, using finite state machines with 
embedded decision trees to predict user’s textual input and offer a shortcut to 
completion. 
Results: FSM compares well with ID4 and Bayes, with a hybrid of FSM and ID4 
working best. Accuracy of 12-82% was seen, depending on the topic of the notes 
being taken. 
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5.2 Classification of agent systems 
Figure 1 lists the agent systems mentioned in the previous section and shows how 
they are classified. The distribution of technologies within today’s agents can be 
clearly seen. 
Sentence completer (Schlimmer)    o    o   
Travel assistant (Waszkiewicz)    o o   o   
WebACE    o    o   
WebMate    o o   o   
WebWatcher    o  o  o   
WBI    o    o   
ARACHNID     o o     
IAN     o      
Learning personal agent (Sycara)     o o     
LIRA     o   o   
NewsWeeder     o o  o   
NewT     o o o o   
Syskill & Webert     o o  o   
MailCat     o o     
Re:Agent     o o     
UCI GrantLearner     o o  o   
Butterfly      o     
CiteSeer      o     
Grammex       o    
Meeting scheduler (Haynes)       o    
Mondrian       o    
Softbot       o    
SAIRE         o o 
ACT o   o    o   
ALIVE o          
Cathexis o          
CAP  o  o    o   
COLLAGEN  o         
Do-I-Care  o   o o     
ExpertFinder  o  o    o   
Kasbah  o     o    
Maxims  o  o   o o   
Meeting scheduling agent (Maes)  o  o o   o   
Sardine  o     o    
Yenta  o    o     
GroupLens   o  o      
PHOAKS   o o       
Ringo   o  o      
Siteseer   o   o     
Referral Web   o   o     
Fab   o o o      
AARON    o o   o   
Adaptive web site agent (Pazzani)    o  o  o   
Amalthaea    o o   o   
ANATAGONOMY    o o   o   
CILA    o o o  o   
CIMA    o    o   
Coach    o     o o 
Eager    o    o   
GALOIS    o    o o o 
GESIA    o    o   
Jasper    o o   o   
Krakatoa Chronicle    o o   o   
Letizia    o    o   
LAW    o o   o   
Let’s Browse    o  o  o   
MAGI    o o   o   
Margin Notes    o  o     
NewsDude    o  o  o   
Open Sesame!    o    o   
Personal WebWatcher    o    o   
Remembrance agent    o    o   
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Figure 1 Classification of agent systems 
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6 Conclusions 
Behavioural user modelling dominates the interface agent field. Behavioural user 
models are usually based on monitoring the user and/or asking the user for relevance 
feedback. The statistical information generated by these approaches is usually fed to 
some form of machine learning algorithm. 
Almost all the non-social interface agents reviewed use a textual, content-based 
learning approach, deriving information from user emails, web documents, papers and 
other such sources. The “bag of words” document representation dominates the field, 
with TF-IDF proving to be a popular choice of word weighting algorithm. Relevance 
feedback is normally used to provide labels for documents, allowing supervised 
learning techniques to be employed. 
Social interface agents, using collaborative learning approaches, are in the minority, 
but have proved useful when systems have many users. The main problem with a 
purely social system is that performance is initially poor until such a time as enough 
people are using the system. Hybrid systems, using content-based techniques to 
bootstrap the learning process, do address this problem to some extent and comprise 
about half the social agents reviewed. 
Experimental results, where published, tend to be either qualitative user studies or 
quantitative measurements against benchmark document collections. Nawana [54] has 
observed that it is yet to be proven that interface agents actually help people at all. To 
gain evidence to this end, experiments with real users in real work settings must be 
performed, and ways found to compare different approaches with criteria such as 
helpfulness and usefulness. Only then will the interface agent community be able to 
put some scientific weight behind the many claims made over the last few years for 
“intelligent agents”. 
The question is: how do current systems measure up to the challenges previously 
identified within the interface agent field? 
Knowing the user 
Supervised machine learning techniques require large (in the order of 100,000’s) 
labelled document corpuses to be effective. Since most users will not have 100,000 
examples of what they like, interface agent profile accuracy falls below what most 
people find acceptable. Unsupervised learning techniques do allow the web’s millions 
of unlabelled documents to be used, but currently have poor accuracy compared with 
supervised learning. 
Explicit user feedback allows users to label document examples, which can increase 
profile accuracy. Unfortunately, users are typically unwilling to commit much effort 
to a system unless it gives them a reward in a reasonable timeframe. This problem 
exists with both collaborative and content-based systems. 
Current systems do learn about the user, but not to the accuracy that would allow 
confident delegation of full control to important tasks. Today’s interface agents can 
make useful suggestions, but they still need a human to ultimately check them. 
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Interacting with the user 
Experiments with believable agents build realistic agents so people can interact with 
them in ways they feel are natural. Unfortunately, natural interaction leads to the 
expectation that the agent will behave in a completely natural way. When, for 
example, an Einstein agent appears before them they will assume they can speak to 
the agent as they would a human. Agent systems are not that sophisticated, so users 
are left disappointed or confused. 
Most agent systems avoid presenting an image at all, preferring to work in the 
background. This is the most practical approach given today’s technology, but can 
leave users feeling they have lost control of the “hidden” agents. 
There is still much debate over the best way to interact with agents [74], with no sign 
of a conclusion in the near future. Only time and lots of experimental interfaces will 
tell how best to proceed. 
Competence in helping the user 
Most interface agent work has concentrated on learning about the user, with the 
assumption that once an agent knows what the user wants it can provide effective 
help. Planning and CSCW techniques can be utilised, but experiments are required to 
demonstrate competence, and show which techniques are best used in various types of 
situation. 
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7 Glossary of machine learning terminology 
For a more detailed description of machine learning, [71] provides an excellent 
overview of machine learning techniques, as does [44]. 
AQ15c – Rule learning algorithm. Rules are added until an example is fully classified, 
using a general to specific approach. 
ART-2 – Adaptive resonancy theory-2, a neural network approach. 
Association rule discovery – Data mining technique to discover rules that associate 
items within a database. It is related to the induction of classification rules. 
Autoclass – Bayesian classifier for unsupervised classification, based on a classical 
mixture model. 
Backpropagation - Neural network algorithm for updating hidden layer weights. A 
reliable technique, it is the backbone of many neural networks. 
Bag of words – Document representation consisting of a list of words and the number 
of times the words appear (term frequency). 
Bayesian network – A probabilistic network storing the believed conditional 
dependencies between variables. Joint probability distributions specify the probability 
of a set of values to a set of variables.  
C4.5 – ID3 variant, applying rule post-pruning and other additional techniques. 
Case retrieval net – Type of case-based reasoning algorithm, storing similarity 
between connected elements within the network. 
Case-based reasoning – A memory-based reasoning algorithm, using a symbolic 
representation of cases (as opposed to a vector space approach). 
Constructive induction-based learning – Inductive logic programming approach, 
where background knowledge is used to augment the set of predicates used. 
Cosine similarity – dot product measure of the distance between two vectors. This is 
used to measure similarity between two documents when the vector space represents 
document features. 
Decision tree – Algorithm using a tree, with each node of the tree dividing the 
hypothesis space using an attribute. As the tree is traversed, from top to bottom, the 
hypothesis space is increasingly sub-divided until only one hypothesis is left. 
Decision trees can be easily converted into classification rules. 
Entropy – A measure of the “purity” of a collection of examples. It measures the 
difference between the number of positive and negative examples (zero is a “pure” or 
perfectly balanced set). 
Finite state machine – Decision trees situated as states within a finite state machine 
(used in [70]). 
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Genetic algorithm – Learning algorithm that supports a population of hypotheses, and 
evolves them by survival of the fittest, cross-over (combining two successful 
hypotheses) and mutation. 
Hierarchical agglomeration clustering – Starts with one document cluster, and 
agglomerates the most similar clusters until the desired number of clusters exists. TF-
IDF is often used to weight document vectors. 
IBPL – A memory-based reasoning algorithm, storing situations and classifying by 
comparing similarity between situations. 
ID3 – Classic decision tree learning algorithm. Uses information gain to select node 
terms. 
ID4 – Variant on ID3. 
Information gain – Measure of the expected reduction in entropy of a term. 
Keyword vector – A vector of keywords. Vector has length equal to the number of 
terms in a document set, and values are the frequency of each term (usually applied to 
a document to give a document vector). 
LikeIt – An algorithm to measure distance between two strings, based on the number 
of character/symbolic transformations to make first string into the second string. 
Memory-based reasoning – Example-based classifier, storing all labelled examples in 
memory, and determining similarity at run-time. The nearest neighbour algorithm is 
an example of memory-based reasoning, where labelled examples are held as 
document vectors. 
Minimum description length – Principle that favours hypothesis with the smallest 
number of terms over longer ones. This ensures simple hypotheses dominate. 
Multi-variate Bernoulli formulation – A specific type of naïve Bayesian classifier. 
Mutual information - Type of information measure, used to weight terms with 
respect to positive examples. 
Naïve Bayes classifier – Probabilistic classifier based around Bayes theorem. Term 
probabilities are assigned to classes, and for a new document the probability of 
belonging to any particular class is computed. 
Nearest neighbour – Learning algorithm that measures the distance between 
document vectors within a vector space representation. The distance indicates 
similarity of documents (the nearest neighbours) – cosine similarity is often used. 
Neural network – Network of units, with inputs usually representing terms and 
outputs classes. Connections between units have weights, which are trained by 
loading examples (using a training rule such as backpropagation to update weights). 
npdm metric – comparative measurement of how documents rank relative to each 
other. 
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Pearson correlation – Type of information measure, used to weight terms with 
respect to positive and negative examples. 
Principal component divisive partitioning – Top down clustering method, splitting 
the training set until small enough clusters have been formed. A binary tree thus holds 
the clusters. 
Reinforcement learning – Learning algorithm where actions produce rewards or 
penalties, thus the most rewarding sequence of actions is reinforced (hence learnt). 
Rocchio classifier – Learning algorithm, often used with TF-IDF weightings. Class 
term vectors are computed by summing positive example weights and subtracting 
negative example weights. 
Savant – Type of TF-IDF algorithm. 
Selective induction learning – this is the same as Inductive logic programming (see 
AQ15c algorithm). 
SMART – An indexing engine, which converts documents into document vectors. It 
uses TF-IDF weighting. 
Stemming – Removal of suffixes from words. Used to reduce the number of terms 
that are synonyms in a textual document. 
TF – Term frequency. The number of times a term (often a word or phrase) occurs 
within a document. 
TF-IDF – Term frequency – Inverse Document Frequency. Algorithm for assigning 
weights to terms in a document set, biased to weight the most discriminating terms 
highest. 
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